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How can I develop a team if they're not in the same place? How can I build a company culture

that works for employees in an office, working at home and in co-work spaces? How can I

maintain organizational oversight if I can't see my employees? Remote Work answers all these

questions and more and provides guidance on how to build a successful remote working

strategy that engages employees, allows them to perform to their full potential and improves

business performance.The COVID-19 pandemic has put remote work into the business norm,

but demand from employees to work remotely was already increasing, with a 2019 report

stating that 34% of people surveyed would even take a pay cut if they could work remotely part

of the time. HR professionals and business leaders need to address this demand to attract and

retain the talent the business needs. Remote Work is written by two industry experts who have

successfully transitioned their workforces to remote models. It provides essential guidance on

how to implement policies, processes and strategies for remote working, including meeting

types, measuring performance and creating virtual 'water cooler' environments.Featuring

advice on technological solutions to adapting processes and driving engagement, this book

also outlines the business benefits of a remote workforce including improved productivity and

output and how it allows for faster expansion and execution. With insights from leading experts

such as Marshall Goldsmith and case studies from Cornerstone OnDemand, Buffer and United

States Marine Corps, Remote Work is essential reading now that increased home and flexible

working is here to stay.



Praise for Remote Work‘Insightful, informative and powerful. This book shares creative ideas

and productivity tools that not only helped me optimize my output, but made my business more

profitable and rewarding.’Jamie Gwen, chef, author and television and radio host‘Chris Dyer

and Kim Shepherd are culture building pioneers. Remote Work is timely and accessible and

should be considered essential reading for people leaders charged with fostering culture

virtually amid unprecedented life events.’Michael Miller, Head of Talent Acquisition, Chipotle

Mexican Grill‘Covid-19 has changed the way we work, whether we like it or not. To survive this

new landscape, our companies must face the reality of our situation and innovate. Chris Dyer

and Kim Shepherd’s book will help you navigate the new world of remote working and remote

leadership. Packed with examples, advice and stories from the field, this book will inform and

entertain.’Lisette Sutherland, Founder and Director, Collaboration Superpowers‘Think big and

act – that’s the charge of this new and exciting book. Remote Work could not have come at a

more pressing time for the business world and will no doubt instil leaders with the wisdom

needed to guide their teams to lasting success in an unpredictable future.’Jennifer Brown,

award-winning entrepreneur, diversity and inclusion consultant, speaker and author‘A book for

our time! Chris Dyer and Kim Shepherd bring a stats-based approach peppered with their

personal journeys as CEOs and C-suite advisers. Remote Work promises to be a must-read

for businesses trying to adapt and cement workforce changes.’Paul Gibbons FRSA, author and

keynote speaker‘Chris Dyer and Kim Shepherd have poured their life’s work into building and

growing successful virtual-based businesses. Over the last ten plus years, they have worked

tirelessly to cultivate a work from home (WFH) model that allows employees and customers to

excel at what they do. Their experience in and passion for the WFH space is unparalleled.’John

Bernatovicz, President and Founder, Willory‘Full of research and rich case studies that cover

any questions leaders may have about why and how transitioning to remote work will be

successful for leaders, employees and the business. A must-read!’Caryn Lee, Founder,

Narrative and former Associate Partner, Accenture‘Thought leaders Chris Dyer and Kim

Shepherd have cracked the code! In today’s era of digital transformation and work-from-

anywhere sensibility, this duo have architected a psychological, philosophical and physical

WFH future-scape. Remote Work delivers brilliantly with practical, profitable and easy-to-adopt

productivity tools for every business.’Hope Frank, Global Chief Marketing and Innovation

Officer, BlueTech Research‘The business world has changed for ever and this book could not

be more timely. Every leader needs to read this book to revolutionize their organization.’John R

DiJulius III, bestselling author of The Relationship Economy‘Every leader needs to read this

book. It is not only about leading in a remote work environment, it also has excellent advice on

leading and building adaptive teams and cultures, as well as great stories and examples of

leaders making a difference with these concepts.’Annette White-Klososky, Forbes contributor,

Partner at Future Point of View, Chair for Women on Boards and Women Presidents

Organization‘Adapt and build a brighter future for yourself, your organization and your people

by implementing the ideas captured here.’Evans Kerrigan, CEO and Co-Founder, Integris

Performance Advisors‘If you’re a business or HR leader and unsure of how to unlock human

potential and build culture, engagement and performance in a remote working world, this book

is an absolute must-read.’Deborah Hartung, leadership and culture changemaker‘Remote

Work is a cookbook for leading organization structure into greater adaptability, productivity,

employee engagement and profits. You’ll read every word, take each of the many examples to

heart and become smarter about how to move your people and your business forward



successfully.’China Gorman, Former CEO, Great Place to Work Institute‘Drawing on years of

experience, the authors have codified their process of going remote to make it accessible for

everyone!’Mark McMillion, Principal, McMillion Leadership Associates‘If you’re considering

taking your workforce remote, or have already done so but still have questions, this book

serves as a guide to doing remote work right!’Annette Franz CCXP, Founder and CEO, CX

Journey Inc‘With remote work becoming the “new black”, Chris Dyer and Kim Shepherd

provide a useful cheat sheet for employers to keep remote teams engaged while running their

business more efficiently. Very insightful!’LT Ladino Bryson, ‘The Employment Therapist™’,

CEO and Founder, v‘Now more than ever, companies are looking for solutions to support a

remote workplace while navigating its challenges and leveraging its unique opportunities. This

book is your compass along that journey.’Rob Catalano, Chief Engagement Officer,

WorkTango‘Remote Work isn’t a theoretical book. It comes from two people who have been

very successful in establishing great organizational culture in the virtual workplace.’David

Harder, Founder and President, Inspired Work‘Your business bible for winning in this turbulent

decade.’Jill Ratliff, Senior Adviser, Beecher Reagan‘Chris Dyer and Kim Shepherd have come

out with a fantastic book that is much needed in the current paradigm shift we are going

through. Leaders will have to learn how to do great leadership remotely, and this book is a

much-recommended read for that.’Eduardo X Ibacache Rodriguez, author, writer, explorer and

speaker of life, work and technology

Remote WorkRedesign processes, practices and strategies to engage a remote

workforceChris DyerKim Shepherd

This book is dedicated to a few special people recently lost from our lives.Chris would like to

dedicate his portion to his dearly departed mother-in-law Anita Caruso.Kim would like to

dedicate her portion to her departed brothers: Jeff Timms and Scott Leggette.
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ForewordI have spent my life helping successful executives achieve positive, lasting change for

themselves, their people and their teams. I am blessed to work with CEOs at Fortune 100

companies like Ford, Coca-Cola, Best Buy, Walgreens and GlaxoSmithKline. When I consult

with senior executives, I am with them every step of the way, helping them stay on track.No

matter what level of management or leadership you’re at in your profession, every leader needs

help! That’s why I am pleased to present this book, written for every leader. Remote Work

focuses on resilience in a new business environment and gives you the tools you need to thrive

through crisis and change. Leaders need this book and its powerful insights now more than

ever.Few events have challenged business leaders like the Covid-19 pandemic. Hopefully,

when you’re reading this, it is past us. The fact is, though, that the pandemic has made remote

work a part of life. Kim and Chris both launched successful companies in times of crises. So

whether you’re still working to refine your remote organization or just starting out, you can

probably benefit from their wisdom and experience. Remote Work delivers that insight in a

practical, step-by-step approach. Keep the book handy, and Chris and Kim will be with you

every step of the way.Challenging times separate great leaders from good ones. I was with

Alan Mulally, former CEO of Boeing Commercial Airplanes, as he joined Ford Motor Company

which, at the time, was losing billions of dollars each year with a stock price that floated around

$1. They were on the verge of collapse. When Alan left in 2014, the stock price was over $16

and the company had turned the corner, returning as a leading car manufacturer in the United

States. Anyone can have passion and be an example when times are good. It’s when times are



hard that great leaders stand out.Leading a remote company, or even a company that is partly

remote, is different than leading a company with all the employees on site. To do it well, a lot of

things will need to change – structure, culture, the way you run meetings and even your own

leadership style. Kim and Chris have been through it. They took on the challenges, drove

lasting change and created successful companies. Remote Work has inspiring stories, but

most importantly, it is a meat-and-potatoes guide. I was so pleased to discover the go-to

blueprint for leaders of any company, large or small. It can help you build a company that is

better in just about every way: better leaders, better employees, better performance. And that

gives you a competitive edge.Here are some of the questions you may be looking to

answer:How can I be sure that I’m making the best use of the talent?How do I know my

employees are working if I can’t see them?Will my current tools and technologies be effective

when we go remote?Will my company culture survive when everyone is working from home?

How can I help my employees succeed in their remote environment?You can expect Kim and

Chris to help you answer these questions and more, based on their years of personal

experience.In addition to drawing on their own experience, Chris and Kim interviewed a variety

of proven leaders from diverse organizations, from global enterprises to non-profits. Those

leaders provide insights, ideas and success stories from their own experiences making the

remote transition.Kim and Chris will also be there to guide you even after you’ve finished the

book. They’ve created a platform where you can become part of the ongoing conversation.

There you’ll be able to share your own experiences and learn from others.From my unique

experience, I have learned that great leaders possess three important qualities: the courage to

take a critical look in the mirror, the humility to admit that they can do better, and the discipline

to do the hard work of getting better.Remote Work gives you the structure and tools, and

provides inspiration and motivation. The rest is up to you.Marshall GoldsmithThinkers 50 #1

Executive Coach and New York Times #1 bestselling author ofTriggers, Mojo and What Got

You Here Won’t Get You There
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Employees, The Future of the Office: Work from Home, Remote Work, and the Hard Choices

We All Face, Hybrid Work Management: How to Manage a Hybrid Team in the New Workplace

(A super-short book about how to analyze, plan, manage, and evaluate your team’s hybrid

work arrangement), Cultures of Belonging: Building Inclusive Organizations that Last

Theresa O. Poole, “Everything you need to know to successfully work remotely.. Remote Work

written by Chris Dyer and Kim Shepherd is an extraordinary book on a topic that couldn’t be

timelier. With the success that Chris had in taking his company remote in order to preserve his

business during the economic downturn in 2009, Chris became my expert in this area. With

Kim’s support, he incorporated his study of company culture to build an efficient and effective

remote organization. His personal positive leadership, cultural insight, humor and compassion

were key to his success in taking his company remote. Both Chris and Kim have operated

successful businesses remotely for years. This book is a comprehensive discussion of all the

considerations that an organization may wish to contemplate in taking this important step.

During the pandemic the idea of remote work has risen to an unprecedented level of

importance. This book will positively contribute to any organization’s pursuit of establishing

successful remote work.”

Ali Payani, “Exceptional, A book for now!. I've only ever written a couple of reviews before, but

this book really stands out. Food for thought: As a leader, don't you look forward to waking up

inspired to get to work? Doesn't it feel great to know that you are making a valuable

contribution? Well, guess what? EVERY one of your employees wants that too. This book has

nuts-and-bolts advice for going remote, but the authors emphasize doing that really well. The

result? A book about how to motivate and engage your employees. That's not easy in an office

and even harder in a remote company. But here is a book full of practical advice to make it

happen.You'll really enjoy the chapter called "Story Time." It makes a lot of their points by

sharing stories from their own lives. One story is about riding a zip line and another is about

networking like an octopus. Great advice told in stories that make it fun and easy to learn.”

N.C., “Outstanding!. I’ve worked at home for 25 years, but every chapter had useful information.

Whether you’ve worked from home for a long time or are just thinking about it, this engaging

book will help you be more intentional about your approach. Subject matter experts sharing

their great ideas in an entertaining way. Highly recommend!”

Hollygurl, “So relevant for today’s business owners!. This book came just in time! My team has

been working remotely due to COVID but didn’t have the tools to continue to do so

permanently…until now! This book provides you with the blue print for how to set up a remote

team and the steps you need to take to help your employees be successful while working at

home. Read this book and make remote work a win-win for both your business and your staff!”

Donna Schilder, “In Need of Strategies for Leading Remotely? Here's the Book for You!. When

Marshall Goldsmith recommends a book, you know it's good but when he writes the Forward of

the book, well, you better read it!Chris Dyer and Kim Shepard's Remote Work is chock full of

tips and strategies on how to lead remote workers or a hybrid team of remote and office

workers.  You will be glad to read this book!”



Nita G, “This is, by far, the best book I've read on this topic!!. If you’re looking to build a

successful remote working strategy that engages employees, allows them to perform to their

full potential and improves business performance, you need this book!”

JLat, “Must read for leaders navigating remote work!. What a timely book to help leaders

navigate remote work effectively from CEOs who have been innovating with fully remote

companies for many years. Benefit from lessons learned and the keys to support new leaders

to be effective in a new way of work.”

HC, “Timely!!. What Chris and Kim have written is so timely! I highly recommend Remote Work

to any leader who is about to navigate their organization through determining whether to

continue working remotely or return to the office full-time. A must read!”

The book by Chris Dyer has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 19 people have provided feedback.
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